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LARA LAST RESORT RADIO SYSTEM

THIRD-GENERATION REMOTE CONTROL SOLUTIONS FOR OTE D100 MULTI-MODE DIGITAL
RADIO SYSTEMS
OTE VRC, OTE DRC100 and OTE AK100 remote control units integrate the traditional audio kit capability fot ATC operator
positions with easy-to-use monitoring, testing and control facilities for multiple connected radio equipment.

NETWORK ELEMENTS
The OTE AK100 Audio Kit operates with the Selex ES VHF
or UHF OTE 0100 ATC radio equipment series, providing a
comprehensive command capability and operation signalling.
Thanks to its high mechanical adaptability, the OTE AK 100
can be provided in different configurations to meet specific
customer needs, as follows:
•• Standard and compact console versions
•• ½ 19” rack version
•• 19” rack version for one or two OTE AK 100
OTE DRC100 Remote Control Unit
The OTE DRC100 Remote Control Unit is a state-of-the-art
communications device specifically designed to operate as
the remote control element of Selex ES’ OTE 0100 ATC radio
equipment.
It integrates the traditional audio kit capability of ATC
operator positions with easy-to-use monitoring, testing and
control facilities for connected VHF or UHF radios.
OTE MAT Matrix Unit
OTE MAT Matrix Units offer feasibility and flexibility in terms
of number of connections between operators and radio
channels. 0epending on the OTE MAT unit chosen, it can
connect up to four remote control units, supporting up to
eight OTE 0100 radio equipments.
OTE VRC VolP Remote Control
The OTE VRC VolP Remote Control operating position is the
new Selex ES solution for Last Resort Radio Systems.
The OTE VRC provides the same facilities of the OTE 0RC100
and OTE AK100 remote controls with the advantages of VoIP
protocol, according to EUROCAE E0137A standard, and a
powerful HMI. The touch screen XGA TFT Bonded Colour LC0
display provides the suitable commands to perform operating
commands towards OTE 0100 equipment.

APPLICATIONS
ATC Emergency systems
Selex ES offers systems that re-establish the availability of
the main ATC communication network.
Some solutions also feature frequency adjustment of the
radio equipment. Frequency change commands can also be
sent to an automatic filter in order to increase the degree of
protection against co-located radio interference.

Airlines & Airports solutions
If the main ATC communication network becomes
unavailable, this system allows more than one operator (up
to eight) to work on a defined frequency by engaging one
of up to four VHF or UHF OTE 0TR100 multi-channel radio
resources. The system architecture enables to one operator
to control up to eight radio channels including radio patching
capability.

All emergency systems can be remotely controlled by
interfacing each network element with ONM100 network
management system.

High reliability ATC Emergency systems
The Selex ES embedded
changeover function provides
improved reliability of
emergency systems.

VOIP LARA SYSTEMS
The Last Resort Radio Systems based on EUROCAE E0137A
standard offers the maximum connection flexibility. This
system can configured according to the customer needs in
terms of number of operating positions and radios to be
connected.

Remote transceivers, or
separated transmitters and
receivers, can be provided in
main/standby configuration,
without using external devices.

VolP LARA is very scalable: the simplest architecture,
which foresees the connection of one OTE VRC to one
OTE 0100, can be easily improved in remote control and
radio equipment numbers without hardware and software
replacement or upgrading.

Military systems
An ATC Controller, whilst connected on the normal operating
radio channel, can use this system to monitor an emergency
frequency through a Guard Receiver.

ACCESSORIES
Handheld
microphone with
PTT button
The Controller can establish voice communications on an
emergency channel, if a carrier has been detected. For Tx,
an additional PA100 power amplifier can be added for longrange coverage requirements.

Headset kit with
PTT button and
volume control

Pedal PTT for
‘hands free’
operation
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